GUIDANCE ON SUBMITTING A COMPELLING AWARDS ENTRY
Prepared for the UK Customer Satisfaction Awards by Awards Recognition Bureau
There has never been a more important time to recognise successful outcomes
from customer service strategies. The past years have been extraordinarily difficult
for many organisations, but they were also an opportunity to reflect and review.
Entering the UK Customer Satisfaction Awards will lift morale and let your people
know you value them.
Organisations of all types can benefit from the process of entering awards.
Taking time to submit a written entry and sharing that across the various teams
internally enables the exceptional endeavour achieved to be crystallised and
analysed, giving a layered richness of measurement and recognition.
The compiled list of Guidance Notes has been collated to help individuals and
organisations achieve the most effective outcomes from their awards submissions.
We want all entrants to gain from submitting an award, but also to enjoy the
process. This information is designed to help, whether you are a seasoned entrant
or considering it for the first time.
WHO CAN ENTER?
The Institute of Customer Service and the UK Customer Satisfaction Awards urge
ALL ORGANISATIONS – MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS ALIKE - to enter the UK
Customer Satisfaction Awards: to recognise the exceptional endeavour required to
create a strategic customer satisfaction proposition which improves satisfaction
levels and raises the bar in delivering customer service excellence.
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There are 18 categories, each with its own specific criteria concentrating on
different Customer Service disciplines. There is something for everyone. You can
view and download entry via this link.

PRESENTATION
A common thread of discord amongst judges is spelling and grammar in an awards
submission. Our advice on preparing a compelling entry starts with checking the
spelling and grammar before submitting it.
COMMUNICATION
The most compelling entries in the UK Customer Satisfaction Awards have
provided the judges with a concise insight into the business/organisation to set the
scene. This usually requires the entrant to harness information from multiple
departments covering several disciplines. INFORM COLLEAGUES ABOUT THE
AWARD ENTRY AND GAIN THEIR INPUT, engaging them in the process.

TONE
The point above (Communication) refers mainly to the ‘elevated pitch’, but it is
essential that you pitch the entry at the correct intellectual level that the judges
will find engaging. All the judges in the UK Customer Satisfaction Awards are
selected for their expertise and their ability to be analytical and each will have had
impressive business backgrounds. Avoid overly simplifying your entry but be
mindful that they will not know your business as well as you do, so do make your
submission clear and to the point.
JARGON
‘Industry speak’ and ‘PR puff’ are a definite ‘No’. Almost universally the judges we
interviewed cited these styles as the least engaging, so try to avoid over-stating
achievements and using
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FOCUS
The UK Customer Satisfaction Awards has introduced a specified word count for
each question, this requires you to make good use of the allotted words. Keep to
the facts and keep the purpose in mind. Answer the questions fully and ENSURE
ALL INFORMATION GIVEN IS RELEVANT.
RULES
The UK Customer Satisfaction Rules of Entry state that entries should be limited to
8mb, DO NOT EXCEED THE SIZE LIMIT as this may make receiving the entries
difficult for servers to handle.
ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
In some cases, either for commercial or legal reasons, some organisations, are
unable to disclose certain information. IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO COMPLETE AN
ANSWER, EXPLAIN WHY, do not leave blanks.
VALIDATION
When giving examples of positive outcomes in your submission, always give
evidence to support your claims by giving a clear validation. SHOW EVIDENCE TO
SUPPORT THE CLAIM. This will help judges to evaluate the level of impact that you
are reporting and may affect their scoring.
3 C's
One frustration cited by the judges is when the answers on the submission create
more questions. Before submitting your entry, BE CONCISE, COMPLETE AND
CLEAR. Try to ensure that the answer does not create more questions.
ILLUSTRATIONS
If you are using graphs, illustrations, or other graphics, ensure that THEY ARE
LEGIBLE AND NOT TOO SMALL TO READ. If you intend to include video, house it
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on a private part of your website and insert a hyperlink into the submission
(remember you only have an 8MB size limit).

TIMING
Entering awards invariably takes longer than expected, especially now when
internal sign-off is likely to take much longer as more people are working remotely.
GIVE YOURSELF MORE TIME THAN YOU THINK YOU WILL NEED. Build in time for
review, editing and sign off, submit well ahead of the entry deadline.

PR
PREPARE TO WIN AND BE PREPARED TO MAXIMISE THE OPPORTUNITIES in the
media and social networking sites. Being named as a finalist is a gratifying and
worthy achievement, especially as this programme is national and pan-economy –
be prepared to share your success with all stakeholder groups – colleagues,
customers, suppliers, investor groups and all external channels too.

REVISION
Build in ample time to have your submission critically reviewed by a colleague.
Check all the component parts are contained in the document and SATISFY
YOURSELF THAT THE SUBMISSION IS AS CONCISE AND ACCURATE AS POSSIBLE.
You will sign to say that the information is true to the best of your knowledge – if
you are unsure, seek clarification before submitting.

CONFIRMATION
When submitting an entry by email, request CONFIRMATION THAT THE ENTRY
HAS BEEN RECEIVED. Be specific and name the category that the entry refers to. Do
not rely on ‘Read Receipts’ or ‘Delivery Confirmation’ through your internet
provider, because this only confirms email information and not attachments.
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DATES
The date of the Awards Ceremony is documented at the outset of the entry process.
Be sure to CLEAR THE DIARIES OF ANYONE YOU WANT TO ATTEND THE AWARDS
CEREMONY. Decide who will be representing your organisation and whether you
need to think about buying a table for a group celebration.

For more information, please go to:
https://www.instituteofcustomerservice.com/awards

We hope you found these guidelines helpful to prepare your entry for the judging
panel.

WE WISH YOU EVERY SUCCESS WITH YOUR SUBMISSION.
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